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Summary 

This project is a result of collaboration between the University of Trollhättan/Uddevalla 
and Volvo Aero Corporation, Trollhättan. An aerospace component, which is used in a 
process at Volvo Aero Corporation, is today casted in one piece. A new way of 
manufacturing this component is under investigation. Making this component from 
smaller pieces and weld them together is one option. The component is made of 
titanium, which is why it is difficult to manually weld the component together. A robot 
can weld it, but since the gap size is only <0.1 [mm] a sensor is needed to detect where 
the seam is located. The component has large flanges. They make it impossible to get 
the sensor closer than 70 [mm] from the seam at certain locations. 

One of the purposes of the project was to suggest a seam tracker capable to trace the 
seam, another was to test a specific seam tracker at University of Trollhättan/Uddevalla. 
A computer simulation in IGRIP of the welding was also a part of this project. One 
sensor, M-spot 90, was borrowed from Lund Institute of Technology. This sensor was 
one part in a system that was tested at University of Trollhättan/Uddevalla to track the 
seam on the component.  

The recommendation for Volvo Aero Corporation is to use one of the three following 
tracking systems: RAFAL from Servo-Robot inc, Long range MT10/10 from Meta 
Vision System or Circular Scanning long stand off from Oxford Sensor Technology 
Ltd. The suppliers claim that these three systems are capable of tracking the seam that 
Volvo Aero wants to weld. The best choice is the one from Oxford Sensor Technology 
Ltd, which uses a circular scanning method, which may increase the detection ratio. 

The seam tracker borrowed from Lund did not have enough resolution to track the seam 
from the height of 70 [mm]. Only if the gap was bigger than 1.5 [mm] and from the 
height of 50 [mm] it was possible to trace the seam. In the simulation a text file with 
tracking values from the real sensor was used instead of the real sensor, since no real 
time communication could be established. 
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1 Introduction 
The aim of this degree project is to investigate how to seam track in a laser welding 
process and also how to implement the seam tracker in a real application. The real 
application is a welding task at Volvo Aero Corporation (VAC). The outcome of the 
investigation is presented in this dissertation. The dissertation also describes how 
different laser welding is accomplished. In this first chapter the task and the aim is 
presented as well as the company where this process is to be used. 

1.1 Background to the degree project 

The degree project is a part of a project that develops a new way of manufacturing a 
component, shown in Figure 1.1, in an aircraft engine. The reason is that the old 
manufacturing way used today is too expensive. The component under investigation is 
composed of many objects of the type presented in Figure 1.2. The aim is to make a 
solid ring out of these objects as the one in Figure 1.1. The old way was to cast the ring 
in one piece. In the future these objects will be joined using automatic laser welding. 
When automatic laser welding is done the objects may not have the exact location every 
time. This causes a problem, which can be solved using a seam tracker to locate exact 
position of the joint. The seam tracker is used to locate the joint and guide the welding 
robot to the right spot.  

There are several ways of joining two objects using laser welding. In the future process 
the objects will be joined to each other with a butt joint [1], shown in Figure 1.3. A butt 
joint is a joint that connects two pieces of almost equal heights. To weld the objects 
together is difficult due to the shape with a big flange, see Figure 1.2. A large flange 
implies large distance between the seam tracker and the joint. A large distance is 
problematic, since the resolution for the seam tracker needs to be high. It is difficult to 
find a seam tracker with high resolution at large distances. One aim of this project is to 
make the manufacturing of the component fully automatic, which is why only robot 
welding is possible. Seeing that the component is to be a part of an aircraft engine, the 
manufacturing is controlled by strict regulations. Therefore the component is made of 
titanium. Hence welding in the material demands some special arrangements compared 
to ordinary stainless steel. In chapter 2.1 it is explained what kind of extra equipment 
that is needed. 
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Figure 1.1 The complete component to be manufactured. The component is composed 
of several minor objects (8 pieces), one of them is highlighted and shown in 
greater detail in Figure 1.2. The diameter of the outer ring is 900 [mm] 
Source VAC [2]. 

 

Figure 1.2 One of the objects that composes the final aircraft component. The 
problematic flanges are shown in red colour (or darker). One of the two 
most problematic flanges is indicated with an arrow. The joint will 
combine this object with another similar object. Source VAC [2].  
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Figure 1.3 Two pieces of equal height are connected with a butt joint [3]. The joint is 
coloured red. 

When a new component is to be welded in the welding cell there are several ways of 
positioning the robot to the right location. One way is to use the real robot and manually 
move it (called jogging) to the right position, and then save this position in the robot’s 
memory. Another way is to use a computer program (in this case IGRIP [4]) to model 
the cell and create locations and orientations of where the joint is supposed to be. This 
information about the joints is downloaded to the robot. In the welding process the real 
joint may have a slightly different location. The seam tracker will find this and the robot 
will correct its position. 

The robot used in this project is made by the manufacture company ABB. Their robots 
use a program language called RAPID. Using RAPID it is possible to save locations and 
to give commands to the robot [5].  

1.2 Objective 

This degree project is composed of several different tasks. The outcome will be used in 
the future, in the new manufacturing process at VAC. The tasks are stated below.   

• Create a calibrated model of the “welding cell” at HTU in IGRIP (a computer 
simulation of the system). 

• Simulate welding accessibility in IGRIP and demonstrate the functionality of the 
sensor (simulation in a computer). 

•  Verify with IRB4400 at HTU, that the M-spot 90 is able to detect the joint and 
guide the robot along the butt joint (a real test using a seam tracker and a real 
welding robot). 

• Suggest a sensor that is able to detect the butt joint (mostly a literature study). 
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1.3 Scope and Limitations 

The main objective with this degree project is to suggest a sensor that can handle seam 
tracking of an object with the complex shape shown in Figure 1.2. 

The technical specification that the new sensor needs to sustain is: 

• Resolution of less then 0.1 [mm] 

• Stand off distance up to 70 [mm] (This specifies the maximum distance from the 
sensor to the surface). 

The origin of these restrictions is presented in the previous paragraph, see section 1.1. 

Another purpose of the project is that a simulation of the welding process should be 
implemented in IGRIP. IGRIP is computer software for simulation and off-line 
programming of robots. However the sensor in the simulation should only be presented 
by static tracking values taken from the sensor in the real world. These static tracking 
values are shown in Appendix A. These values are a copy of the values from the real 
sensor in the real application at a real trial. These values are going to act as the real 
sensor and the robot in the program is correcting after this values. 

Since VAC does not have any appropriate seam tracker for this process yet, it was 
necessary to try to get an understanding of which seam tracker that was best suited for 
the task. Lund Institute of Technology was able to lend a seam tracker, M-spot 90, to 
the project, which was used to seam track the joint in this project. To do the laser 
welding is not a part in this degree project, neither the evaluation of the recommended 
sensor. 

1.4 Background about Volvo Aero Corporation 

VAC is one of the world leading companies in developing and producing components 
for aircraft and rocket engines with high technology content. VAC is a part of Volvo 
Group, which produces all kind of transport solutions. In 1941 Volvo Group [2] bought 
the aircraft engine factory from SAAB and started constructing engines in Trollhättan. 
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2 Background information 

2.1 Titanium-6242 

Titanium-6242 is the material that is used in the component studied in this degree 
project. VAC uses titanium to save weight, since titanium has a lower weight than 
stainless steel [9]. Welding in titanium is a little bit complex because if any oxygen is in 
the fluid zone, see Figure 2.3, it will react with the titanium and become titanium 
dioxide and this gives a seam with low quality. Also carbon, hydrogen and nitrogen will 
react with titanium and to avoid these reactions some sort of shielding gas is used often 
argon. Argon is heavier than oxygen, carbon, hydrogen and nitrogen and will keep the 
other gases away from reacting with the titanium. The shield gas has two different 
purposes. The first is to prevent oxidation of the welding and creating of slag in the 
welding zone [1]. The second task is to prevent creation of plasma in the welding 
process. If plasma is created and not blown away it may interrupt the power delivery to 
the material, and this may cause low quality of the seam. 

2.2 Introduction to laser welding 

There are several different techniques to weld and the most common are Tungsten Inert 
Gas (TIG) [6], Metal Inert gas (MIG), Metal Active Gas (MAG), Electron Beam (EB) 
and Laser. The principle of a laser was first known in 1917, when physicist Albert 
Einstein described the theory of stimulated emission [7]. However, it was not until the 
late 1940s that engineers began to utilize this principle for practical purposes. At the 
onset of the 1950's several different engineers were working towards the harnessing of 
energy using the principal of stimulated emission [1]. The term LASER is an acronym 
for “Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation”, and is defined as “any 
of several devices that emit highly amplified and coherent radiation of one or more 
discrete frequencies”. For Laser welding compared to ordinary welding (TIG, MIG, 
MAG and EB) the heat that is needed to melt the material is not based on current [8]. 
Laser is a monochrome light with high energy that can be made with a Rubin crystal, 
Nd:YAG or CO2 laser, The key is that the energy is concentrated in a small spot.  

2.3 Welding robots and laser welding 

There are two techniques that can be used in laser welding: “Deep welding” and “Heat 
conduction”. Heat conduction is the “light way”, the seam is only a few tenths of a 
millimetre deep [3]. Deep welding is used when a stronger seam is needed. This 
requires more energy than heat conduction. There are two ways the laser beam can be 
delivered to the work piece. The first involves the use of “hard optics,” and the second 
involves the use of a fibre optic cable. “Hard optics” basically means that the laser beam 
is deflected and focused through the use of mirrors and lenses only. Optical fibre means 
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that the laser light is created nearby the robot and guided through an optical wire to the 
TCP (Tool Centre Point) at the robot, where the laser gun is mounted. The wavelength 
of the laser is 1.06-µm which falls within the range where the glass fibre has low 
attenuation, so it is possible to guide the laser power through the optical fibre for as 
much as several hundred meters [1]. 

Up to the point where the laser beam contacts the work piece, all the components that 
direct it are transparent, refractive or reflective, absorbing only small amounts of energy 
from the laser beam, seen in figure 2.1 at nr 1 [3]. A cross jet keeps the laser lens clear 
from any metal that can touch back from the work piece. In Figure 2.1 a schematic 
picture of a welding process is shown.    

 

Figure 2.1 The figure shows how laser welding can be done [3]. The Laser beam is 
projected on the surface to be welded. The movement of the laser seam is 
shown with arrow 9. The focus mirror, arrow 10, makes it possible to have 
different distance from the laser head to the surface.  
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The laser is capable of delivering a “pulse” of light that has an accurate and repeatable 
energy and duration. When the “pulse” of laser energy is focused into a small spot 
(adjustable from approximately 0.1 to 2.0 [mm] in diameters) onto the work piece, the 
energy density (energy/area) becomes large. The light is absorbed by the (metal) work 
piece, causing a “keyhole” effect as the focused beam “drills” into, vaporizes and melts 
some of the metal. As the pulse ends, the liquefied metal around the “keyhole” flows 
back in, solidifying and creating a small “spot” weld. The entire process takes only 
milliseconds. The laser has the ability to fire many pulses per second. By moving the 
work piece or optics anything from separate “spot” welds to a series of overlapping 
“spot” welds can be created. Several spots close to each other form a seam.  

2.3.1 Pulsed laser welding 

One of the largest advantages that pulsed laser welding offers is the small amount of 
heat that is added during processing. The repeated “pulsing” of the beam allows the 
work piece to “cool” between each “spot” weld, resulting in a very small “heat affected 
zone”. This makes laser welding ideal for thin sections or products that require welding 
near electronics or glass-to-metal seals. Low heat input, combined with an optical (not 
electrical) process, also means greater flexibility in tooling design and materials. 

The keyholes are central in laser welding, see Figure 2.2. It is a filled pool, with metal 
vapour surrounded by a thin cylinder of molten metal. As relative motion between the 
beam centreline and work piece occurs, the molten metal flows away from the front of 
the keyhole and solidifies at the back, forming a laser weld. 

 

 

Figure 2.2 This figure shows laser welding of a butt joint [7]. Energy that the laser is 
sending into the surface melts it and when it cools off the two surfaces are 
united. In this case the work object is fixed and the robot is moving. 
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2.3.2 Neodymium-doped Yttrium-Aluminum-Garnet (Nd:YAG) welding 

The first working Nd:YAG laser was invented in 1964 at Bell Labs with a wavelength 
of 1.06 µm [1]. Nd:YAG welding is an example of a heat conduction way to weld with 
laser. HTU has got one Nd:YAG laser with the effect of 2,5 kW. To get a better 
understanding of how the Nd:YAG welding is done see Figure 2.3. 

 

Figure 2.3 Here is the principle for heat conduction welding [3], Nd:YAG laser 
welding. There is not that much energy in the laser beam (1) this makes the 
fluid zone (5) smaller than the one in deep welding.  

Nd:YAG laser welding is used commercially on a wide range of steels, coated steels, 
stainless steels, aluminium alloys, titanium and molybdenum [1].  

The Nd:YAG laser is better than CO2 laser in the following areas[1]: 

o Fibre-optic delivery of the laser power 

o Increased processing efficiency compared with CO2 lasers with the same power, 
see section 2.3.3 

2.3.3 CO2  laser welding 

Bell Labs also invented CO2 laser in 1964. A powerful CO2 laser (100 kW) is able to 
penetrate materials, which are 50 [mm] thick. The difference from Nd:YAG laser is that 
CO2 laser is more powerful.  
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To get a better understanding for CO2 laser welding, se Figure 2.4 [3]. The CO2 laser is 
very efficient if it is compared with Nd:YAG. Output efficiency, defined as the out put 
laser power with the input electrical power is 1/10 = 10 % [1].  

 

Figure 2.4 CO2 laser welding “Deep welding” compared with the figure 2.3 more 
energy is transmitted in the laser beam. These make it possible to get deeper 
into the material [3]. 

Because there is more energy input the beam is able to penetrate better than Nd:YAG, 
otherwise the principle is similar to that of Nd:YAG laser. 

The CO2 laser is better the Nd:YAG in the following areas[1]: 

o High electrical efficiency. 

o Low operating cost. 
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2.3.4 Electron beam welding 

Engineers in Germany and France [1] discovered Electron Beam Welding (EB welding) 
in 1950s.  

EB welding is a fusion process for joining metals, which uses a highly focused beam of 
electrons as a heat source. Usually the electrons are extracted from a hot cathode, 
accelerated by a high potential, typically 30 -200 kV [10], and magnetically focused 
into a spot with a power density of the order 30 kW/mm2. This causes almost 
instantaneous local melting and vaporisation of the work piece material. The electron 
beam is thus able to establish a “keyhole” delivering heat, deep into the material being 
welded. This produces a characteristically narrow, near parallel, fusion zone allowing 
plain abutting edges to be welded in a single pass for material thicknesses ranging from 
less than 0.1 [mm] to more than 200 [mm] [11]. EB welding is used for joining 
numerous metallic materials including steels, aluminium, copper, nickel, titanium and 
magnesium alloys and refractory metals. The process produces high integrity welds, 
with minimal thermal distortion and freedom from component oxidation. 
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3 Survey of sensor systems for seam tracking 
This section gives some background to different ways to track seams. When welding is 
automatic one needs to track the seam automatically. There are two different ways of 
tracking the seam [12]. First by using an acoustic or optical signal to reflect how the 
seam geometry is. The second is using any vision sensor to monitor where the seam is 
located. The most common optical way to track seams is to use laser diodes, but there 
are also other techniques to guide the robot to the right spot. Some of them are 
presented in this chapter.  

3.1 Laser seam tracker 

The laser seam tracker, see Figure 3.1, uses laser diodes to measure how far the object is 
from the sensor. The light that is reflected on the surface of the object is captured in a 
camera and then transformed to information about where the surface is located. This is 
how the sensor (M-spot 90), which was used in this project, works. See section 4.2 for 
further information about the sensor.  

 

Figure 3.1 The most common laser seam tracker [13]. Laser diodes are transmitting 
light against the surface and when it hits the surface there is a reflection and 
this reflection is received in the camera.  

The laser light from the diodes is transmitted though a lattice that creates a pattern with 
several light dots. The line in Figure 3.1 represents the dots that the laser diodes are 
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sending against the surface. The camera receives the back-scattered light and this 
information is used to calculate where the surface is. The correction is transmitted to the 
robot, which then adjusts its position. 

The ARTIST “Adaptive Real-Time Intelligent Seam Tracker” [15] is a seam tracking 
device that uses a technique with a laser triangulation to scan the surface in front of the 
robot to locate the seam. This device has also a module for correction if the robot 
position is incorrect.  

This sensor is, as most common laser seam trackers, built on laser diodes and sensors to 
measure where the surface and the seam are. As seen in Figure 3.2 one laser is 
transmitting light, a sensor captures the scattered light and the information that it 
collects is used to calculate where the surface is located. The ARTIST is under 
development at the University of Pennsylvania.  

 

Figure 3.2 ARTIST sensor [14] works in the same way as the sensor in Figure 3.1. One 
laser source is sending a laser light against the surface and a sensor receives 
the light when it scatters back from the surface. 

 

3.2  CCD-camera 

Another way to measure the position of the robot is to use a CCD-camera, instead of 
using a laser seam tracker. A CCD-camera is then used to take a picture that shows 
how/where the robot is positioned relative to the seam. To calculate the position, with 
good accuracy, a camera with high resolution is needed. To be able to use the camera a 
filter needs to be placed between the camera and the seam, when the Laser beam is on, 
otherwise the image will be too bright. This alternative is cheap compared to some of 
the other alternatives for seam tracking. 
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To give the robot the correct position Fuzzy logic techniques can be used [15]. To 
obtain the right correction of the robot position the forward and inverse kinematics for 
the robot is needed.  

3.3 Ultrasonic sensors 

It is possible to use sound to detect where the seam is located. In this sensor there are 
two elements; one transmitter and one receiver [16]. The sensor is shown schematically 
in Figure 3.3. It is very important that the angles to the normal plane for the transmitter 
and the receiver are equal [17]. The distance between the receiver and transmitter is not 
important. The waveguide is there to concentrate the sound collection to a small area. If 
the seam is less than 0.5 [mm] wide it will not be detected. Finally the result collected in 
the receiver is used to calculate where the seam is located. 

 

 
Figure 3.3 In the ultrasonic sensor [16] a transmitter is sending sound waves that hit the 

surface, and with help of the wave guide the sound is collected in the receiver. 
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4 Experimental setup  
In this chapter the system with sensor (borrowed from Lund) and robot, which was 
implemented at HTU, will be described. The server, that controls the sensor, is made by 
Per Cederberg [18], Lund Institute of Technology. 

4.1 The system 

The system consists of a UNIX computer with a server, a sensor, a robot with control 
system and weld equipment, here called “Weld”, and also a PC computer for IGRIP. 
Figure 4.1 shows the relationship between the different parts that are used in this 
project. 

 

 

Figure 4.1 A schematic picture of the system. The dashed line represents that the 
communication is not done in real time, whereas the solid line indicates a 
real-time communication. 

The UNIX computer collects the information from the sensor and sends it to the robot. 
The information is a measure on how the joint is located relative to the robot TCP, both 
the distance in Z and Y coordinates. To communicate with the robot a serial 
communication is used. Before the robot can weld, a path has to be generated where the 
joint is supposed to be. IGRIP [4] is used to simulate this motion. IGRIP translates the 
simulation of the robot motion into robot code. This path may not be as exact as it has to 
be (+-0.05 [mm]), which is why the sensor is used to correct the robot to be more exact.  

4.2 The sensor 

The sensor is an M-spot 90 CSR-4000/S, shown in Figure 4.2, from Servo robot (bought 
in 1995). The sensor is sending a number of laser dots onto the surface of the work 

UNIX Computer 
Server 

Sensor Weld 

IGRIP 
  PC
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piece, see chapter 3.1 for more information. In this case there are 512 or 256 dots 
forming a line on the surface. The light bounces on the surface and returns to the sensor. 
This information is used to form a contour plot of the surface. The precision is 0.05 
[mm] between the laser dots, but if the sensor is far from surface this precision is lower. 

 

Figure 4.2 The sensor M-Spot 90 CRS-4000/S with the size 60x60x80 [mm]. 

 

Figure 4.3 Tracking values in the M-Spot 90 when tracking a butt joint. The figure is a 
side view of the joint.  

In the software that comes with the sensor it is possible to choose which joint to detect. 
The joint that is used in this work is a butt joint, shown in Figure 1.3. When the sensor 
is running in butt joint mode the information, about the location of the joint, consists of 
two z values and two y-values. The y-values are on the edge of the surfaces on both 

Sensor 

Laser 
tool 
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sides of the gap. The z-values are the distances from the two surfaces to the sensor. The 
definition of the joint tracking information is shown in Figure 4.3. 

When using the butt joint the actual welding point is in the middle between the two 
surfaces. The position in y and z are calculated as the mean value of Y1 and Y2 
respectively Z1 and Z2. This value together with the position of the sensor gives the 
tracking point. 

4.3 Simulation and off-line programming of robots 

In IGRIP a model of the welding cell at HTU is created. This model has to be calibrated 
so it behaves “exactly” as the real world. IGRIP has several in-built functions for 
calibration, the menu for calibration is shown in Figure 4.4.  

 

 

Figure 4.4 The menu for in IGRIP used for calibration. This menu is used to adjust the 
model to coincide with the real robot cell.  

Calibrate tool 
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After the calibration a program is created in GSL, which is the simulation language that 
IGRIP uses. In the program the same motion of the robot is simulated as the planed one 
in the real world. The code is described in Appendix B. In the GSL program a manually 
pre made path is used. This path is located where the seam is supposed to be. The path 
has several positions with a correct orientation for welding. The model needs to be 
exactly as the real world. Otherwise the robot may damage something that does not 
exist in the model. The calibrations are done using positions from the real robot that is 
uploaded to the model. This uploaded information is then used to adjust the model. 
Upload can only be done under menu RAPID, and download works only with menu 
xlate, hence something is wrong in IGRIPs installation. 
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5 Results 
In this chapter the results are presented, both from the simulation in IGRIP and the real 
experiments performed at HTU.  

5.1 Simulation 

Figure 5.1 shows the model of the cell at HTU generated from IGRIP. The gun that is 
mounted on the robot to the left is the laser gun with the sensor in Figure 4.7. It is 
possible to compare with the real gun in Figure 5.1. 

 

 

Figure 5.1 The welding cell at HTU. On the right is a smaller robot IRB 1400 and on 
the left is the robot IRB 4400 that is used in the project. The figure is a 
picture from IGRIP. 
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Figure 5.2 Laser gun with laser sensor mounted as it was in the real experiment. The 
round yellow beam is the welding laser, and the flat yellow is the seam 
tracker’s laser dots. 

There was no license to connect the sensor with IGRIP, hence no simulation with the 
real sensor was performed. The simulation did instead import values from a file. These 
values were stored values from the real sensor. The sensor system is used to guide the 
robot to the right position during welding. If the robot path does not coincide with the 
joint then the sensor will detect the error and correct the path. 

Here is the code from GSL that selects a file and reads one line. All GSL code is 
presented in Appendix B. 

“ 

OPEN FILE 'H:\\sensor.txt' FOR TEXT INPUT AS 1 

 While ( READ_LINE( #1, inline) <> $EOF ) do 

  SCAN_STR( inline, " ,", z1, y1, z2, y2,posit) 

Endwhile 

“ 

 

 

 

Sensor Laser gun 

Robot 
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The robot position in the simulation is corrected after this file. Next follows the GSL 
code for correcting the position of the robot; 

“ 

weld4400{position} = pos( xx+korr_z, yy+korr_y, zz, yaw, pitch, roll) 

“ 

Weld4400, which is the robot path what is created in IGRIP. The command “pos” used 
above, is a command that writes new coordinates to the point that is defined by 
“position” seen in the code. The stored corrections are the korr_z and korr_y in the code 
above. Since the orientation of the position is made so that the laser gun is able to weld 
in a good angle the corrections are made on the x-value and y-value.   

It is difficult to translate the GSL programs to the real robot. The problem is that 
IGRIP´s translator does not have all the special commands used in GSL. However, it is 
possible to only extract the path and then build a RAPID program directly on the robot 
(Appendix C). 

5.2 The real experiment 

As seen in the chapter about the restrictions (1.4) no laser welding should be performed 
in this degree project. Instead a laser diode was used to indicate where the laser beam 
would have been.  

There were very big problems with the communication between the UNIX server/sensor 
and the robot! The problem was a hardware failure in the robot control system. This 
made the communication between the robot and the sensor impossible. However, after 
switching port in the control system the communication was restored. The sensor is 
sending information if it detects a joint, otherwise no information is transmitted to the 
robot. The reading of this information to the robot is done in an interrupt manner. This 
makes it possible to correct position of the robot in real time. In the interrupt the reading 
buffer is cleared before any reading from the sensor is done. It is possible to get 10 
values from the sensor every second. Since the communication between the server and 
the robot is a serial communication the sensor is only delivering a value every second. 
The robot is trying to get a value as fast as a correction is ready.  

The sensor is connected with the server through a C program, shown in Appendix D. 
This program uses predefined functions to turn on and off the laser diodes and it also 
gives the right y-value and z-value of the joint. These C functions were made by Per 
Cederberg [18].   
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The sensor was mounted on the laser tool as shown in the Figure 5.3.  

 

Figure 5.3 M-spot 90 mounted on the laser tool. The red tool is the sensor and the black 
one is the lens for the Nd:YAG laser.  

In the experiment the detection ratio was tested, this means how often the sensor detects 
the seam. When a seam is detected the server receives information from the sensor 
about where it is located. In table 5.1 the detection rate for different gap sizes of the 
sensor “M-spot 90” is shown. In the first experiment the gap was 5 [mm], and then the 
sensor detected the joint in 30% of the trials. When the gap was 10 [mm] in 70 % of the 
times the sensor did detect the joint. As shown the optimal size of the gap is 15 [mm]. 
In all of the experiments the distance between the surface and the sensor was 70 [mm] 
and the robot was not moving and the surface was scanned 100 times. 

 

 

Table 5.1 The table shows how many times the M-Spot 90 was able to detect the joint 
for different gap sizes. The distance between the sensor and the surface was 
70 [mm] and the robot was not moving. 

Gap size 5 [mm] 10 [mm] 15 [mm] 

Detection ratio 30 % 70 % 100 % 

Sensor Focus lens 
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6 Conclusions 
In this chapter some conclusions are presented. In the first section the real experiment is 
evaluated. In the next section a recommendation for a suitable sensor is proposed. In the 
third section recommendation for better off-line program for robots are given, and 
finally the outline of some future work is presented.  

6.1 Evaluation of the experiments 

The sensor from Lund is not suited for this application, since the resolution is not good 
enough, due to the large distance from the sensor to the seam in some of the welding 
situation. This makes it impossible to trace the joint throughout the entire welding 
process. To trace the joint the whole time a new sensor needs to be bought or lent. Apart 
from this resolution problem the system is working. It is detecting the joint and 
correcting the robot to the right position. 

6.2 Sensor recommendations 

The demands for the new sensor that VAC is going to use are: 

• Gap size of no more than 0.1 [mm]. 

• Maximum distance between the sensor and the surface of 70 [mm].  

 

There are at least three different suppliers of a sensor that fulfil the demands from VAC. 
The different suppliers are Oxford Sensor Technology Ltd [19], Servo-robot [20], and 
Meta Vision system [21]. The biggest supplier is Servo-robot, but this does not mean 
that it is the best choice. All three have sensors that could be used in the new 
application. None of them are tested in this report and therefore it is needed to use the 
information from these suppliers to decide which one to recommend. The information 
from Meta Vision and Oxford sensor Technology can be seen in Appendix E and F. I 
recommend VAC to go further with the all the suppliers. Servo-Robot had a bad 
response to e-mail, and does not supply any information about their products. Metadata 
had a good response time on e-mail and did send good information. Metadata was the 
only one that did send a price for the sensor in the first correspondence. Oxford Sensor 
Technology Ltd has a sensor that uses circular sweep to detect seam start. This means 
that when the sensor is trying to detect a joint it does not search along a straight line 
instead it searches along a half-moon shaped line. This is an advantage compared to the 
other sensors, since it increases the detection ratio. 

Below a summary of the three different suppliers and their sensors is shown. The 
resolution presented is the smallest gap size that the sensor can detect, if it is located at 
the given distance from the surface.  
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Company: Oxford Sensor Technology Ltd  

Sensor: Circular Scanning long stand off 

Distance: 100 [mm] 

Resolution: 0.165 [mm] 

Price: ? 

 

Company Servo-Robot inc 

Sensor: RAFAL/LSO joint-tracking system 

Distance: ? 

Resolution: ? 

Price 45 000 $ ≈ 345 000 SEK 

 

Company Meta Vision System 

Sensor: Long range MT10/10 

Distance: 100 [mm] 

Resolution: +- 0.15 [mm] 

Price 13500 £ ≈ 190 000 SEK 

Table 6.1 Here is a summary of the different suppliers of a seam tracker capable of 
tracing the seam. The information about there products were found in pdf 
files on their homepages [19] [20] [21].  These suppliers were found on the 
Internet. 

6.3 Off-line programming 

In the simulation part the of this degree project IGRIP was used. If in the future more 
off-line programming of the robot is going to be performed, the software eM-Workplace 
[22] is more suitable than IGRIP [4]. This program is similar to IGRIP but is better in 
translating RAPID code to the robot.  
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To get a better agreement between off-line programming and the real robot, a virtual 
control system called Realistic Robot Simulation (RRS) [23] can be bought from the 
robot supplier. RRS is a joint project between supplier of robots and users of them. It 
started in 1991 and some goals are: 

• Have a position accuracy of ±0.001 radian between the joints in the robot, have 
± 3% of real execution time compared to the simulation time.  

• It should be possible to have several control system in the same robot cell. 

• It should be possible to import and export data to the robot. 

• Further development should be possible.  

• It should be backwards compatible. 

The robot suppliers do not want to unveil all the information in their control system to 
the developer of robot simulation programs. This means that the off-line simulation 
software developer does not have right knowledge about the control system. 

Yet, the RRS model has not reached the goal but new releases [24] are under 
development.  

6.4 Future work  
This project work recommends buying or borrowing a sensor to implement in the real 

cell at VAC. To make the best choice of sensor it is recommended to try the sensors 

from all three suppliers mentioned above. 

Future questions that need to be solved before this application is ready to be installed.  

• What happens with the detection ratio if a tack weld is done on the joint? Tack 
weld is done prior to the actual welding to connect the objects that form the ring. 

• Between which gap sizes is the sensor able to detect the joint? This is interesting 
since the surface on the edge of the objects does not have the exact same shape 
all the time.  

• How to handle that the sensor is scanning before the torch? It is impossible to 
trace exactly on the torch since there is no gap between the two surfaces there. 
This means that the trace is done ahead of the torch.  

• If the surface is bent with a radius of 12 [mm] is it still possible to trace the joint 
during welding? 
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A Static tracking values from the sensor 
 Z1 , Y1, Y2, Z2 
 
219.22,-2.38,-2.38,218.7, 
219.22,-2.38,-2.38,218.5, 
219.12,-2.38,-2.38,217.94, 
219.16,-2.38,-2.38,218.86, 
219.22,-2.22,-2.22,218.84, 
219.22,-2.38,-2.38,218.46, 
219.16,-2.38,-2.38,218.54, 
219.16,-2.38,-2.38,218.46, 
218.8,-2.22,-2.22,218.76, 
219.3,-2.22,-1.22,218.6, 
219.4,-2.22,-2.22,219.32, 
219.68,-2.04,-1.12,219.44, 
219.58,-2.04,-1.12,219.36, 
219.64,-2.04,-1.12,219.36, 
219.58,-2.04,-1.12,219.36, 
219.68,-2.2,1.08,220.46, 
219.64,-2.04,1.36,220.04, 
219.64,-2.04,-2.04,220.08, 
219.64,-2.2,-2.2,219.88, 
219.44,-5.62,0.76,219.66, 
219.12,-5.74,-2.7,218.58, 
219.14,-2.38,-2.38,218.64, 
219.26,-2.22,-2.22,219.04, 
219.12,-2.38,-2.38,218.58, 
219.12,-2.22,-2.22,218.8, 
219.16,-2.22,-2.22,219.06, 
219.08,-2.38,-2.38,218.8, 
219.72,-2.22,-2.22,218.8, 
219.26,-2.38,-2.38,218.64, 
219.26,-2.38,-2.38,218.8, 
219.26,-2.38,-2.38,218.8, 
 

 
Figure (A.1) Tracking values in the M-Spot 90 when tracking a butt joint. 
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B Gsl code in IGRIP 
PROGRAM skrivtext 
 
--GSL kod som förflyttar roboten längs banorna weld4400 och 
path_tig_arc. Plus att den för varje punkt i banan läser in en 
korrigering av punkten som den ska förflytta sig till.   
 
  #include   <gslerr> 
  VAR 
  junk,namn   : STRING[48] 
  z1,y1,z2,y2  : REAL 
  posit   : INTEGER 
 
---------- Main Declaration Section 
 
BEGIN MAIN 
--  Nytt fönster 
         
  open window 'my_window' @ 1, 1: 8 as 1 
  z1=z2=y1=y2=1 
 
  write @1,( 'I´m a sensor', cr ) 
  write ( 'this is not my window', cr ) 
  posit=0 
 
  OPEN FILE 'H:\\sensor.txt' FOR TEXT INPUT AS 1 
  SELECT_PATH (weld4400) 
  WHILE ( READ_LINE( #1, junk) <> $EOF ) do 
    posit=posit+1 
    SCAN_STR( junk, " ,", z1, y1, z2, y2,posit) 
    -- Ta hand om värdena 
    write @1,(GET_NAME(weld4400{posit}), cr) 
    IF( GET_NAME(weld4400{posit}) == 'w4400_51' ) THEN 
      move home 
 break 
    ELSE  
 vardeweld(z1,y1,z2,y2) 
 delay 1000 
    ENDIF 
  ENDWHILE 
  posit=0 
  SELECT_PATH (path_tig_arc) 
  WHILE ( READ_LINE( #1, junk) <> $EOF ) do 
    posit=posit+1 
    SCAN_STR( junk, " ,", z1, y1, z2, y2,posit) 
    --  Ta hand om värdena 
    write @1,(GET_NAME(path_tig_arc{posit}), cr) 
    IF( GET_NAME(path_tig_arc{posit}) == 'arc_35' ) THEN 
      move home 
 break 
    ELSE  
 vardetig(z1,y1,z2,y2) 
 delay 1000 
    ENDIF 
  ENDWHILE 
  close #1 
  close #2 
  close #3 
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  write(cls) 
  write('bye bye', cr) 
END skrivtext 
 
PROCEDURE vardeweld(...) 
 
-- Gör något 
  VAR 
  ii, stat,j     : INTEGER 
  value, total    : REAL 
  xx, yy, zz,korr_y,korr_z  : REAL 
  yaw, pitch, roll   : REAL 
  test,xx_org, yy_org, zz_org  : REAL 
  yaw_org, pitch_org, roll_org : REAL 
 
BEGIN 
  SELECT_PATH (weld4400) 
  --SET_AUX_DATA ( weld4400{posit},'abb_pos_htu', -25 ) 
  write @1,( 'I´m a weld', cr ) 
  uframe = (0,0,0,0,0,0) 
  write @1,(posit,cr ) 
  unpos( weld4400{posit}, xx_org, yy_org, zz_org, yaw_org, pitch_org,       

roll_org ) 
  xx=xx_org 
  yy=yy_org 
  zz=zz_org 
  yaw=yaw_org 
  pitch=pitch_org 
  roll=roll_org 
  test=(y1-y2) 
  write@1,(z1, ' z1', cr) 
  write@1,(z2, ' z2', cr) 
  IF(y1>y2) then 
    korr_y=(((y1-y2)/2)) 
    write@1,(korr_y, ' y1>y2', cr) 
  ELSE 
    korr_y=(((y2-y1)/2)) 
    write@1,(korr_y, ' y1<y2' , cr) 
  ENDIF 
  IF(z1>z2) then 
    korr_z=(((z1-z2)/2)) 
    write@1,(korr_z, ' z1>z2', cr) 
  ELSE 
    korr_z=(((z2-z1)/2)) 
    write@1,(korr_z, ' z1<z2', cr) 
  ENDIF 
  weld4400{posit} = pos(xx+korr_z, yy + korr_y, zz, yaw , pitch, roll) 
  move to weld4400{posit} 
  weld4400{posit} = pos(xx_org, yy_org, zz_org, yaw_org, pitch_org,      

roll_org) 
END 
 
PROCEDURE vardetig(...) 
 
--Gör något 
  VAR 
  ii, stat,j     : INTEGER 
  value, total    : REAL 
  xx, yy, zz,korr_y,korr_z  : REAL 
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  yaw, pitch, roll   : REAL 
  test,xx_org, yy_org, zz_org  : REAL 
  yaw_org, pitch_org, roll_org : REAL 
 
BEGIN 
  SELECT_PATH (path_tig_arc) 
  --SET_AUX_DATA ( path_tig_arc{posit},'abb_pos_htu', -25 ) 
  write @1,( 'I´m a tig', cr ) 
  uframe = (0,0,0,0,0,0) 
  write @1,(posit,cr ) 
  unpos( path_tig_arc{posit}, xx_org, yy_org, zz_org, yaw_org, 

pitch_org, roll_org ) 
  xx=xx_org 
  yy=yy_org 
  zz=zz_org 
  yaw=yaw_org 
  pitch=pitch_org 
  roll=roll_org 
  write@1,(z1, ' z1', cr)  
  write@1,(z2, ' z2', cr) 
  IF(y1>y2) then 
    korr_y=(((y1-y2)/2)) 
    write@1,(korr_y, ' y1>y2', cr) 
  ELSE 
    korr_y=(((y2-y1)/2)) 
    write@1,(korr_y, ' y1<y2' , cr) 
  ENDIF 
  IF(z1>z2) then 
    korr_z=(((z1-z2)/2)) 
    write@1,(korr_z, ' z1>z2', cr) 
  ELSE 
    korr_z=(((z2-z1)/2)) 
    write@1,(korr_z, ' z1<z2', cr) 
  ENDIF 
  path_tig_arc{posit} = pos( xx+korr_z, yy + korr_y, zz, yaw, pitch, 

roll ) 
  IF(posit=17) then 
    move to test2 
  ENDIF 
  move to path_tig_arc{posit} 
  path_tig_arc{posit} = pos( xx_org, yy_org, zz_org, yaw_org, 

pitch_org, roll_org ) 
END 
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C Rapid code for the robot 
ENDMODULE 
%%% 
  VERSION:1 
  LANGUAGE:ENGLISH 
%%% 
!Rapid program som förflyttar roboten till punkterna p_las210 och 
p_las220 med korrigering som kommer ifrån sensorn som läses in med 
hjälp av ett avbrott.  
MODULE LASER_XYZ 
PERS tooldata laserigrip:=[TRUE,[[-
85.6748,0.000238271,364.799],[0.993634,0,0.112657,0]],[1,[1,0,0],[1,0,
0,0],0,0,0]]; 
  VAR iodev iodev1; 
  VAR iodev iodev2; 
  ! anv för kommunikation 
  VAR string temp_z_str:=""; 
  VAR string temp_y_str:=""; 
  VAR num ny_z:=0; 
  VAR num old_z:=0; 
  VAR num ny_y:=0; 
  VAR num old_y:=0; 
  VAR bool status; 
  VAR corrdescr y_id; 
  VAR corrdescr z_id; 
  CONST num SCALE_FACTOR:=0.9; 
  VAR intnum timeint; 
  VAR pos total_offset; 
  VAR pos write_offset; 
 
  PROC moving() 
    MoveL p_las210,v4,z1,laserigrip\WObj:=laser_zyx\Corr; 
    MoveL p_las220,v4,z1,laserigrip\WObj:=laser_zyx\Corr; 
 
  ENDPROC 
 
  PROC senzor() 
    TPErase; 
    TPWrite "Programmet startas"; 
    ! -- För kommunikation -------------------------------------------
------------- 
    Open "Com1:",iodev1\Read; 
    Open "Com1:",iodev2\Write; 
    ! -- För korrigering av bana -------------------------------------
------------- 
    ClearIOBuff iodev1; 
    CorrCon y_id; 
    ClearIOBuff iodev2; 
    CorrCon z_id; 
    ! -- Start -------------------------------------------------------
------------- 
    !MoveL p_las170,v10,z1,tool0; 
    ! -- Ok till sensor ----------------------------------------------
------------- 
    MoveL p_las200,v4,z1,tool0\WObj:=laser_zyx; 
    temp_z_str:=ReadStr(iodev1\Time:=60); 
    TPWrite temp_z_str; 
    WaitTime 3; 
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    ! -- Avbrott -----------------------------------------------------
------------- 
    temp_z_str:=ReadStr(iodev1\Time:=60); 
    TPWrite temp_z_str; 
    CONNECT timeint WITH avbrott; 
    ITimer 1,timeint; 
    ! -- Start Moving ------------------------------------------------
------------- 
    moving; 
    IDelete timeint; 
    ! -- Slut --------------------------------------------------------
------------- 
    Close iodev1; 
    Close iodev2; 
  ENDPROC 
 
  TRAP avbrott 
    IF ny_y<>0 THEN 
      old_y:=ny_y; 
    ENDIF 
    ClearIOBuff iodev1; 
    ny_y:=ReadNum(iodev1\Time:=60); 
    ny_y:=ny_y*(-1); 
    TPWrite "Ett "\Num:=ny_y; 
    write_offset.x:=0; 
    write_offset.y:=0; 
    write_offset.z:=ny_y*SCALE_FACTOR; 
    CorrWrite y_id,write_offset; 
    WaitTime 0.1; 
  ENDTRAP 
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D C-code for the server 
// Program som läser in värden ifrån sensorn som sedan sänder detta vidare till roboten.  
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <string.h> 
#include <unistd.h> 
#include <errno.h> 
#include <fcntl.h> 
#include <termios.h> 
#include "com.h" 
#include "trackerdefs.h" 
 
#define BUFSIZE 128 
 
int main() 
  { 
  FILE *file_ptr;   
  int str_len=0,tFD,i=0,j=0,k, utFD, didReceiveData, choise ,result, 

laserIsOn = 0,flags; 
  double data[128], copy[128],y_to_rob=0,z_to_rob=0; 
   
  /* for PC connection */ 
  int pc_fd, pc_in,read_numb=0; 
  struct termios options;    
  char in_string[10],Message[128]; 
 
  data[0]=3; 
  flags=1; 
  file_ptr= fopen("textfil3.txt","w"); 
  if(file_ptr==NULL) 
    printf("ingen fil\n"); 
  else 
    printf("fil finns\n"); 
  printf("\nConnecting port ttyd2 for PC...\n"); 
 
  pc_fd = open("/dev/ttyd2",O_RDWR|O_NOCTTY|O_NDELAY); /* opens port 

to PC */ 
  if (pc_fd == -1) 
  { 
    perror("Could not open port ttyd2 for PC\n"); 
    exit(1); 
  } 
 
  printf("Port ttyd2 for PC opened!\n"); 
  tcgetattr(pc_fd, &options); /* fet current options for the port */ 
  cfsetispeed(&options, B9600);  /* IN Baudrate */ 
  cfsetospeed(&options, B9600);  /* OUT Baudrate */ 
  options.c_cflag |= (CLOCAL|CREAD); /*Enable reciever and set local 

mode */ 
  options.c_cflag &= ~PARENB;  /* 8N1 */ 
  options.c_cflag &= ~CSTOPB;  /* 8N1 */ 
  options.c_cflag &= ~CSIZE;   /* 8N1 */ 
  options.c_cflag |= CS8;      /* 8N1 */ 
  options.c_cflag &= ~CNEW_RTSCTS;  /* Disable CTS/RTS */ 
  options.c_iflag &= ~(IXON|IXOFF|IXANY); /* Disable XON /XOFF */ 
  options.c_lflag |= (ICANON|ECHO|ECHOE); /* Canonical input */ 
  tcsetattr(pc_fd, TCSAFLUSH, &options); /*Flush buffer and set      

options */ 
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  fcntl(pc_fd,F_SETFL,0); /* read blocking behavior */ 
  printf("tra\n"); 
  sleep(2); 
  tcsetattr(pc_fd, TCSAFLUSH, &options); /*Flush buffer and set 

options */  
  choise = 0; 
  write(pc_fd,"Start\n",6); 
  printf("Start\n"); 
  if(!connectTracker("localhost", 1881, &tFD, &utFD)) 
  { 
    printf("Error in connect\n"); 
    return(-1); 
   } 
  else 
    printf("Port open to server\n"); 
    /*chooseJointType(tFD);*/ 
  result = fork(); 
  if(result==-1) 
  { 
    printf("Fork failed\n"); 
    exit(-1); 
   } 
  if(result==0)  /* child */ 
  { 
    printf("Fork utFD=%d\n", utFD); 
    while(1) 
    { 
      if (!tryReceiveUnsolicited(utFD, data, &didReceiveData, copy)) 
 printf("tryReceiveUnsolicited failed\n"); 
 sleep(1); 
   
      if(didReceiveData) 
      { 
        switch((int)data[1]) 
        { 
          case START_POINT_FOUND: 
            printf("Start point found at y=%f, z=%f\n",     

data[P2_Y_VALUE],data[P2_Z_VALUE]); 
            /* Send signal */  
          break; 
          
          case CURRENT_POSITION: 
            printf("Current position+n"); 
          break; 
 
   default: 
     printf("Unkown command\n"); 
         } 
       } 
     } 
   } 
  if(!laserIsOn)  
  { 
    if(sendLaserOn(tFD, data))  
    { 
      printf("Laser=on\n"); 
 laserIsOn = 1; 
     } 
    else  
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      printf("Laser error\n"); 
   } 
  sleep(3); 
  write(pc_fd,"Laser on\n",9); 
  if(sendGetCurrentPosition(tFD, data)) 
    printf("Pos ok\n"); 
  else  
    printf("Pos error\n"); 
  printf("j=%d\n",j); 
  /* Wait for signal */ 
  flags=0; 
  while(i!=-100) 
  { 
    sendGetCurrentPosition(tFD, data); 
    for(k=0;k<20;k++) 
    { 
      printf("data[%d]=%g\n",k,data[k]); 
 if(data[2]==0) 
 { 
   if(flags==50) 
     i=-100; 
   if(k==5) 
   {    
     //fprintf(file_ptr,"%g,",data[k]); 
     z_to_rob=data[k]; 
     printf("inne"); 
     } 
   if(k==8) 
   {    
     //fprintf(file_ptr,"%g,",data[k]); 
     y_to_rob=data[k]; 
     printf("inne"); 
    }   
   if(k==17) 
   {    
     //fprintf(file_ptr,"%g,",data[k]); 
     if(z_to_rob>data[k]) 
       z_to_rob=((z_to_rob-data[k])/2+data[k]); 
     else 
       z_to_rob=((data[k]-z_to_rob)/2+z_to_rob); 
   printf("inne"); 
   }   
   if(k==10) 
   {    
     //fprintf(file_ptr,"%g,",data[k]); 
     if(y_to_rob>data[k]) 
  y_to_rob=((y_to_rob-data[k])/2+data[k]); 
     else 
  y_to_rob=((data[k]-y_to_rob)/2+y_to_rob); 
      printf("inne"); 
    } 
      if(k==19) 
   { 
     printf("Till robot "); 
     printf("y:=%g z:=%g\n",y_to_rob,z_to_rob); 
     sprintf(Message,"%g\n",y_to_rob);                   
     write(pc_fd,Message, strlen(Message)); 
     //sprintf(Message,"%g\n",z_to_rob);                   
     //write(pc_fd,Message, strlen(Message)); 
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     //fprintf(file_ptr,"\n"); 
     flags=flags+1; 
     y_to_rob=0; 
     z_to_rob=0; 
         } 
       } 
     } 
    sleep(1); 
   } 
  if(laserIsOn)  
  { 
    if(sendLaserOff(tFD, data)) 
    { 
      printf("Laser=off\n"); 
      laserIsOn = 0; 
     } 
    else  
      printf("Laser error\nWarning Laser is on!!!\n"); 
   } 
  sleep(1); 
  disconnectTracker(tFD, utFD); 
  return 0; 
  fclose(file_ptr); 
  /* kill(result);*/ 
 } 
 
 
/* 
 *  trackercom.c 
 * 
 *  Created by Per Cederberg on Tue Apr 20 2004. 
 *  Copyright (c) 2003  Per Cederberg. All rights reserved. 
 * 
 */ 
  #include <stdio.h> 
  #include <stdlib.h> 
  #include <string.h> 
  #include <unistd.h> 
  #include <stdlib.h> 
  #include <string.h> 
  #include "com.h" 
  #include "trackerdefs.h" 
int connectTracker (char host[256], int port, // 1881 int *trackerFD, 

int *unsolicitedFD) 
{ 
    if (!createSocketClient("trackerFD", host, port, trackerFD)) 
     return 0; 
    if (!createSocketClient("unsolicitedFD", host, port + 1,  

unsolicitedFD)) 
     return 0; 
    return 1; 
 } 
 
void disconnectTracker( int trackerFD, int unsolicitedFD) 
{ 
  if (trackerFD) 
    close(trackerFD); 
  if (unsolicitedFD) 
    close(unsolicitedFD); 
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 } 
 
 
int receive(int trackerFD, double data[128]) 
{ 
  if (!readDoubles(trackerFD, data)) 
    return 0; 
 
  if ((int)data[0] == 0) 
  { 
    printf("Broken pipe\n"); 
    return 0; 
   } 
  return 1; 
 } 
 
 
int tryReceiveUnsolicited(int unsolicitedFD, double data[128],int 
*inDidReceive, double inCopyOfReceivedData[128]) 
{ 
  if (!tryReadDoubles(unsolicitedFD, data)) 
    return 0; 
  *inDidReceive = (int)data[0] != 0; 
  if (*inDidReceive) 
  { 

printf("**********tryReceiveUnsolicited: Received message type:   
%d\n", (int)data[1]); 

      memcpy(inCopyOfReceivedData, data + 2, (data[0] - 1) * 
sizeof(double)); 

   } 
  return 1; 
 } 
 
int sendMessage(int inTrackerFD, const int inMessage) 
{ 
  double msg[2]; 
  msg[0] = 1; 
  msg[1] = inMessage; 
  if (!writeDoubles(inTrackerFD, msg)) 
    return 0; 
  return 1; 
 } 
 
int chooseJointType(int inTrackerFD) 
{ 
  double msg[3]; 
  msg[0] = 2; 
  msg[1] = CHOOSE_JOINT_TYPE; 
  msg[2] = FILLET; 
  if (!writeDoubles(inTrackerFD, msg)) 
    return 0; 
  return 1; 
 } 
 
int sendLaserOn( int inTrackerFD, double data[128]) 
{ 
  if (sendMessage(inTrackerFD, SET_LASER_ON)) 
  { 
    if (receive(inTrackerFD, data)) 
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 printf("sendLaserOn: LASER ON!\n"); 
    return 1; 
   } 
  return 0; 
 } 
 
int sendLaserOff( int inTrackerFD, double data[128]) 
{ 
  if (sendMessage(inTrackerFD, SET_LASER_OFF))  
  { 
    if (receive(inTrackerFD, data)) 
       printf("sendLaserOn: LASER OFF!\n"); 
    return 1; 
   } 
  return 0; 
 } 
 
int sendGetCurrentPosition( int inTrackerFD, double data[128]) 
{ 
  if (!sendMessage(inTrackerFD, GET_CURRENT_POSITION)) 
    return 0; 
  if (!receive(inTrackerFD, data)) 
    return 0; 
  return 1; 
 }  
 
int sendActivateEndOfSeamSearch(int inTrackerFD) 
{ 
  return sendMessage(inTrackerFD, ACTIVATE_END_OF_SEAM_SEARCH); 
} 
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MT Series Sensors 
...Leading all machine guidance solutions 

Laser Pilot seam tracking systems utilise Meta MT Series sensors for robot guidance appli-
cations. All  MT sensors are characterized by their field-of-view  
(5 – 60mm) and stand-off (35 – 300mm) and laser line orientation 
 
Meta Sensors are specially designed for arduous environments. These robust sensors have 
no moving parts and ensure continuous operation in the most difficult applications such as 
arc welding.  Since the first installations in 1985, Meta systems have consistently improved 
process reliability and performance with a typical payback of 6 months. 

Standard MT series 
 ►     MT10 – single laser sensor with 5, 10 and 15mm field of view 
 ► MT20 – dual laser sensor with 15, 30, 45 and 60 mm field of view. 
 
 High Stand-off  
  ►     MT10/15 – LR (long range) 
  ►     MT20/30 – LR (long range) 
         Sensors with the same performance as the equivalent standard MT sensor                    
  but with a significantly increased standoff.  
 

 

Specification 
The sensor consists of: 
►     CCD camera and filter 
►     Laser diode (1 or 2) and optics 
         Sensor optics are protected from the smoke and spatter of the welding process 
        by a black copper spatter shield.  This spatter shield holds a clear plastic  
        disposable window, which must be changed periodically when a build up  
        occurs on its surface.  Protection of the optics may also be relevant to  
        non-welding processes.   
►     Microprocessor to monitor temperature  
         A built-in temperature monitor provides protection for the lasers in the event of 
         the cooling system failing.  
►     Calibration data storage. 
         The storage of sensor calibration data inside the sensor makes them fully 
         interchangeable with no further set up or modification required. This ensures 
         minimal downtime in the event of sensor damage or a failure. 

 
The sensor is linked to the control unit via a camera cable, which can be up to 50m long.  
Cooling must be provided by air (clean, dry and oil free) or welding gas, in order to maintain 
the internal temperature below 50ºC and protect the optics against fumes. Typically an air or 
gas flow rate of 5 litres/minute is used.  If necessary a water-cooled mounting plate can be 
used to provide additional cooling of the sensor.  Conversely if the laser diode temperature 
is likely to fall below +5ºC, an optional heater should be added. 

Giving Machines Vision 



Meta Vision Systems Inc. 
8084 TransCanada Highway 

Ville St-Laurent, Quebec 
H4S 1M5 Canada 

Tel: (514) 333-0140  
Fax: (514) 333-8636 

 

Meta Vision Systems Ltd. 
Oakfield House 

Oakfield Industrial Estate 
Eynsham, Oxfordshire OX29 4TH 

United Kingdom 
Tel:  +44 (0)1865-887900 
Fax: +44 (0)1865-887901 

 

MT Series Sensors 

 

Laser Safety 
The side of the sensor has a warning table indicating the wave length and intensity 
of the lasers in the sensor. 

To add vision to your welding process, please contact: 

Email: sales@meta-mvs.com 
www.meta-mvs.com 

Laser Wavelength 
(nm) 

Max output power per laser diode 
(mW) 

Visible 650-699 30 (laser output is not pulsed) 

 VISIBLE LASER LIGHT
AVOID EXPOSURE TO BEAM
CLASS 3B LASER PRODUCT

MT Series Specification (mm) 

Sensor head Field of 
view 

(horiz.)  
at nominal 
stand-off  

Nominal  
stand-

off   

Useful depth of 
 field about 

nominal  
stand-off   

Horizontal  
measurement  

accuracy  

Vertical  
measurement  

accuracy 

MT10/05 5 35 -3 to +5 +/-0.05 +/-0.05 
MT10/10 10 35 -6 to +9 +/-0.10 +/-0.10 
MT10/15 15 65 -15 to +20 +/-0.15 +/-0.30 
MT20/15 15 65 -15 to +20 +/-0.15 +/-0.30 
MT20/30 30 75 -30 to +45 +/-0.30 +/-0.75 
MT20/45 45 80 -30 to +45 +/-0.45 +/-1.00 
MT20/60 60 85 -35 to +55 +/-0.60 +/-1.50 

MT10/15-LR 15 300       -15 to +20 +/-0.15 +/-0.30 
MT20/30-LR 30 300 -30 to +45 +/-0.30 +/-0.75 

 MT10, MT20 dimensions (approx.) excluding           H=100mm W=40mm D=60mm 

 LR variants dimensions (approx.) excluding                                                                            H=100mm W=40mm D=110mm 

 Weight (approx.)       0.35 kg 
 Laser diode temperature     min = +5ºC    max = +50ºC 

Sensor Physical Specifications 

Meta reserves the right to change specifications without notice 



Laser Pilot MTR 
...Easy to use robot tracking system 
Meta Vision Systems is proud to introduce the Laser Pilot MTR finding and tracking  
system for robot welding. This represents a major advance on the highly successful 
MTRpc system which has been used in a wide variety of robot welding applications 
over the last 5 years.   

 Laser Pilot MTR features:  
► Reliable seam tracking at speeds of up 15m/min (sensor refresh rate of 50 Hz) 
► Suitable for all welding processes and seam types 
► Easy to use Laser Pilot Tools programming software 
► Suitable for complete integration into robot controller 
► High functionality at lower cost 

The principle enhancement of MTR is the control system and the use of a single 
processing board which replaces a PC. All software required for system operation 
resides on a flash memory device.  Programming the Laser Pilot is made simpler by 
a Windows based software package called Laser Pilot Tools.  Laser Pilot Tools is  
provided on a CD and is used on a lap top or PC connected to the Laser Pilot  
system with a serial lead.  After system installation and when programming is  
complete, settings are saved onto the processing board and Laser Pilot Tools  
disconnected. This protects settings during system operation. 

 Giving Machines Vision 

Laser Pilot represents a major advance 
for all end users and robot OEM’s in 
terms of enhanced benefits and low cost. 
Moreover, the system offers the potential 
for full integration by simply locating the 
processing board inside the robot  
controller. 
 
Communication interfaces are available 
for a wide range of robot controllers using 
serial or analogue / digital protocols. 
 
Laser Pilot uses the same rugged laser  
sensors offered with Meta’s entire range 
of seam tracking and inspection  
products. 



Meta Vision Systems Inc. 
8084 TransCanada Highway 

Ville St-Laurent, Quebec 
H4S 1M5 Canada 

Tel: (514) 333-0140  
Fax: (514) 333-8636 

 
 

Meta Vision Systems Ltd. 
Oakfield House 

Oakfield Industrial Estate 
Eynsham, Oxfordshire OX29 4TH 

United Kingdom 
Tel:  +44 (0)1865-887900 
Fax: +44 (0)1865-887901 

 

Laser Pilot Tools seam set up menu 

Laser Pilot MTR is a complete laser seam finding and tracking system.  Each 
system can be configured to suit user requirements and consists of: 

► Robust laser sensor head with a  
choice of 5, 10, 15, 30, 45, and  
60mm field of view 

► Sensor mounting plate (water  
cooled mount is optional) 

► Camera cable connecting the  
      sensor and control box (10m  
      standard, up to 50m optional) 
► Small control box with panel mounted         

on/off switch. Alternatively a board   
level version, is available allowing full 
integration into the robot controller 

►  Laser Pilot Tools programming  
software 

►  Video monitor (optional). 

Laser Pilot MTR 

To add vision to your welding process, please contact: 

Laser Pilot MTR delivers a unique combination of benefits: 
 

► Increasing productivity by reducing waste (scrap, rework)  
►  Reducing direct costs e.g. jigs and fixtures  
►  Improving setting and cycle times  
► Interfaced to many robot controllers e.g. ABB, Cloos, Comau, Kuka and Motoman 
► Able to track all seam types (standard seam types are pre-programmed) 
► Laser Pilot Tools for easy programming and custom seam set up 
► Suitable for use with all arc and laser welding processes 
► Position accuracy to better than 0.1mm 
► Outputs for fully adaptive weld control e.g. wire feed rate 
► Low maintenance costs 
► Sensor diagnostics for rapid fault finding and correction 

 
Laser Pilot MTR is a major step forward in robot guidance,  

increasing flexibility at a remarkably low cost. 

Email: sales@meta-mvs.com 
www.meta-mvs.com 

Meta reserves the right to change specifications without notice 
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